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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA,
TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS????

While we were praying I saw Saint Joseph, first in the Middle East, dressed as a Muslim and with a
cloth around his head. He was walking in the desert, accompanying different families who were
emigrating, putting in His arms the children who were most tired of walking, and helping them.
Afterwards, I saw Him in other cities, in big cities, helping people on the streets and only
accompanying them, as someone who was simply passing by there. I also saw Him in different
indigenous villages and when He appeared, He was surrounded by indigenous children who looked
to be between three and eight years old. While Saint Joseph was transmitting the daily message, the
children who were accompanying Him, spiritually radiated Light to the different indigenous tribes
of the world.

       Dear companions in Christ, Missionaries of love on this Earth in so much need of aid and of
peace,

Today I come to you with joy, but also with much regret in the depth of My Chaste Heart. I come
with joy because I knew that, when arriving to the world, I would find beings that are willing to be
with Me wherever it is necessary. I come with regret because I cannot be indifferent to all that
happens in the world and also in the universe as a repercussion of the events of the Earth.

Today I do not come only from the Middle East, I come from many places of this vast planet, where
I can walk beyond the borders, since for Me they do not exist. I come mostly from the region of
Chaco, in Argentina, and also from other villages and tribes of original peoples that humanity still
does not know. And I am not alone, because I have brought to you the little ones who - from the
plans of the spirit - radiate their purity to those human beings who have the mission to keep
guarding the presence of the indigenous consciousness on the planet, so that purity and simplicity
do not disappear from the human heart.

Many think that it would not be necessary to carry out two missions at the same time, and lucubrate
thoughts, imagining the reason why we have asked a mission to the Chaco, since the missionaries
are already going so far, to the Middle East.

I know that the typical ignorance of the ordinary human mind often does not allow you to think and
feel like the Creator of all things thinks and feels. That is why I will explain some truths to you,
with My request that you observe them and learn from them, so that when your time arrives, with its
own discernments, you make important decisions - time in which We will no longer be able to
dictate all the steps as now.

The indigenous consciousness, in general, has an important mission of guarding the purity in
humanity and also the possibility of understanding nature and, through nature, finding God. The
indigenous are guardians of unity, of life in community, in a peaceful and loving way. Throughout
times, many were losing these attributes and the customs of the current humanity were influencing
the different indigenous communities of the world.
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In Argentina, the region of Chaco, as other places, is a space of the consciousness of the nation that
- despite the abandonment and the suffering which it lives - has not lost the essence of what it is and
keeps being a guardian of the purity, mainly for this nation.

As South America has a primordial role in the end of times, if Argentina itself does not take care of
the treasure it has in Chaco, it might lose the possibility of living simplicity, humility, peace and
purity, attributes that are primordial for the emergence of a new race.

This mission of consecrating the Americas to God is a responsibility of all those who correspond to
this Work of the Lord, and you must be aware that which each people fulfills a primordial role in
the construction of the New Earth.

Why do we send the missionaries to Chaco and, at the same time, to the Middle East? Because,
while some will try to heal the pain, the suffering and the resentment of the beings who have left
their lands, their homes, others will go to a similar situation of people who have also been removed
from their lands and, however, have not lost hope.

May the purity of your indigenous brothers and sisters be radiated to the Middle East and may,
thanks to the different missionaries who will compose these two missions and all the prayer groups
that will support them, a connection of love and unity may happen, so that, through service, love
strengthens the population of Chaco and so that the purity of this people, strengthened by love,
reach the Middle East as a hope that, one day, they be able to live fraternity.

May in these two missions, both peoples rekindle hope of being among brothers and sister, in a
world of cooperation, of fraternity, of unity with one another and all with God. All this can be
achieved with the purity of intention and the heart united, perfectly, to the Heart of God, from where
comes all the principles and archetypes for humanity.

Go ahead, missionaries of Christ, of Mary and of My Most Chaste Heart. We will be in
Omnipresence with all, watching over the fulfillment of the Divine Purpose.

Your Father and Friend, Missionary of all hours,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


